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1 Prefetching Overview

Cache holds very few data, so it is compulsory to decide which ones are best suited to be stored in. Their goal, is to increment the probability to find them in cache and avoid the main memory access. We have to decide when–how–where to copy a data into cache, when–how–where to look for data in cache and when–how–where to dismiss data from cache. This means hardware algorithms to place, look–for and replace.

Observing typical program pattern access, we can see a property of data locality. That means that after accessing a data it is very probable to access the same data, or a data near that one, in the near future. There are two types of locality: temporal locality (the same data) or spatial locality (data next to the accessed one). Caches designs wants to take profit from this property.

In order to take profit of spatial locality instead of bringing only one word (4, 8 bytes) caches brings a full block (16 to 128 bytes). This is a basic prefetch mechanism. This is very useful for scientific programs that have sequential accesses to vector and matrix, but if the block size is increased it can increase pollution.

Caches are initially empty. So at the beginning some accesses will produce a miss (also known as compulsory miss). This behaviour leads to a research challenge that tries to reduce the compulsory misses by bringing blocks to cache before the processor ask for them. This is the target of all prefetching mechanism.

Prefetching can be applied at any level of the memory hierarchy and from a software or hardware point of view. At the present moment, most of the processors are multicore/multithread and in this scenario caches can be shared between cores and threads. Several problems arise with prefetching in all those alternatives.
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2 Prefetching Challenges

With the idea of providing a good performance in terms of execution time, many prefetching mechanisms have been proposed for uncore processors with the main challenge to correctly choose the next useful block and the correct timing. Multicore prefetching has also two main focus of prefetching, one is to bring data as near as possible to the core that would use it (privates caches) and the other is to bring data to the main shared cache of the processor from main memory. The first one will have to deal with the coherence cache protocol and the second one will have to deal with the shared resources of the cores (network, external connections,...). Many uses the extra computation of multicores/multithreads to execute the prefetch mechanism but at the expense of not using them for raw computation. Different approaches have to deal with this dilemma and use complex prefetch alternatives that uses a lot of processors resources or simple prefetch alternatives that does not perform as good.

One resource that influence memory latency is the network that connects the cores with the shared cache and the external main memory. A good prefetching algorithm should not produce an increase of traffic in the memory interconnection. An increase in memory traffic entails higher power consumption and a higher degree of contention in the interconnection network. Note that the number of memory requests are in most of the cases going to be higher than in a system without prefetching. This is especially true if we are in a multicore system because it increases on-chip communication since coherence between the L1 caches of the tiled CMP must be ensured. An increase in the congestion of the network will most probably increase the latency of not only prefetching requests but also regular memory operations.

Our proposal focus on network congestion in order to dynamically reorder data access to prioritize regular request in detrimental of prefetch request to avoid increments in latency of regular data access.

3 Prioritization into the network: Our proposal

Traditionally, memory systems do not differentiate between prefetch and regular requests. Recently a number of approaches have appeared that give several priorities to both types of requests depending on the predicted behaviour, since it has been shown that delaying regular requests may degrade performance if prefetch requests are not accurate.

The prefetcher mechanism send requests to the network to bring data from external memory to internal caches or to move data between the internal caches. That requests have to coexist with regular data accesses and travel together within the network subsystem. One challenge is that prefetching does
not have to penalize regular accesses but the network subsystem does not have information about the different types of requests.

In our proposal the prefetcher mechanism will add information to its data access in order to mark them as a prefetch requests. Also it will be add information related to the timing of the prefetch. Network routers will use that information to reorder requests in its queues and apply/modify the priority of them. Moreover, it will use dynamic information of congestion in order to apply different policies. regular accesses have maximum priority and prefetch accesses have variable priority depending on its time request.

Another possibility of the mechanism is to discard prefetch accesses when they are arriving after its time request, and also discard some of them when the network utilization is near full capacity.

Several experiments will determine optimal values of priorities and thresholds needed by the mechanism in order to modify priorities and discard some or all the prefetch access.

4 Experimental Framework

The SimpleScalar Tool Set[1]provide simulators ranging from a fast functional simulator to a detailed out-of-order issue processor that supports non-blocking caches, speculative execution, and state-of-the-art branch prediction. In this work, we use the sim-outorder to obtain program statistics.

The Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC)[2] is an organization founded in 1988 that provides several families of benchmarks to measure the performance of different computer systems. In this work we consider the CPU family, designed to provide performance measurements that can be used to compare compute-intensive workloads on different computer systems. In particular, we consider the following suite of the CPU family: SPEC CPU2006.

The Opnet Modeler Suite[3] provides a suite of protocols and technologies to design, model, and analyze communication networks.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Prefetching in multicore processors shows new challenge designs that have to deal with sharing the available resources of the processor for demand requests and prefetch requests. We focus on network congestion as a measure to reorder, deprioritize and also discard prefetch requests. In this way, tuning the correct values of our mechanism will reduce global average access time of memory accesses.
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